
Rocky Mountain Software Symposium
Marriott Denver South @ Park Meadows

November 16 - 18, 2012

Fri, Nov. 16, 2012

Salon A Salon B Lonetree Littleton A Littleton B

12:00 - 1:00 PM REGISTRATION

1:00 - 1:15 PM WELCOME

1:15 - 2:45 PM Programming with HTML 5
Venkat Subramaniam

NoSQL Smackdown 2012
Tim Berglund

Effective Spring
Craig Walls

Continuous Delivery Pt
1: Deployment Pipelines

Neal Ford

Domain Modeling Using
Domain-Driven Design (DDD)

Paul Rayner

2:45 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM Creating DSLs in Groovy
Venkat Subramaniam

Connected Data with Neo4j
Tim Berglund

Developing Next-
Generation Applications

Craig Walls

Continuous Delivery
Pt 2: Infrastructure

Neal Ford

Strategic Design Using DDD
Paul Rayner

4:45 - 5:00 PM BREAK

5:00 - 6:30 PM Build Your Own Technology
Radar Workshop for Architects

Neal Ford

Gradle Workshop
(Bring a Laptop)

Tim Berglund

Rediscovering JavaScript
Venkat Subramaniam

Practicing Continuous
Delivery on the Cloud

James Ward

Using DDD Patterns
for Supple Design

Paul Rayner

6:30 - 7:15 PM DINNER

7:15 - 8:00 PM Keynote: by Tim Berglund



Rocky Mountain Software Symposium
Marriott Denver South @ Park Meadows

November 16 - 18, 2012

Sat, Nov. 17, 2012

Salon A Salon B Lonetree Littleton A Littleton B

8:00 - 9:00 AM BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM Functional Thinking in Java
8, Clojure, Groovy, and Scala

Neal Ford

Complexity of Complexity
Ken Sipe

Hadoop
Tim Berglund

Build Lifecycle
Craftsmanship Tools
Matthew McCullough

Spring Data Rebooted
Craig Walls

10:30 - 11:00 AM BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM The Curious Clojureist
Neal Ford

Decision Making
in Software Teams

Tim Berglund

MongoDB: Scaling
Web Applications

Ken Sipe

Git Workshop
Matthew McCullough

Building Web Applications
with Spring MVC

Craig Walls

12:30 - 1:30 PM LUNCH

1:30 - 3:00 PM JavaScript Libraries You
Aren&apos;t Using...Yet

Nathaniel Schutta

Personal Agility with the
Pomodoro Technique

Daniel Hinojosa

Networks for Programmers
Ken Sipe

Git Advanced (1/2
Day Workshop)

Matthew McCullough

Securing Spring
Craig Walls

3:00 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM Leading Technical Change
Nathaniel Schutta

Scala Koans - A new
and fun way to learn
a Scala programming

language (Bring a Laptop)
Daniel Hinojosa

Resource-Oriented
Architectures : REST I

Brian Sletten

Git Advanced (1/2 Day
Workshop) (continued)
Matthew McCullough

Securing the Modern
Web with OAuth

Craig Walls

4:45 - 5:30 PM BOFs



Rocky Mountain Software Symposium
Marriott Denver South @ Park Meadows

November 16 - 18, 2012

Sun, Nov. 18, 2012

Salon A Salon B Lonetree Littleton A Littleton B

8:00 - 9:00 AM BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM Getting Agile Right!
Ken Sipe

Scala: Demystifying
The Funky Stuff
Daniel Hinojosa

Designing for Mobile
Nathaniel Schutta

Resource-Oriented
Architectures : REST II

Brian Sletten

10:30 - 11:00 AM MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM Enterprise Integration Agility
Jeremy Deane

The Mobile App Smackdown:
Native Apps vs. The Mobile Web

Nathaniel Schutta

Resource-Oriented
Architectures : REST III

Brian Sletten

Spock - Unit Test and Prosper
Ken Sipe

12:30 - 1:15 PM LUNCH

1:15 - 2:15 PM EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

2:15 - 3:45 PM Making Java Bearable
with Guava (2014 Edition)

Daniel Hinojosa

RESTful Imaginarium
Jeremy Deane

The Who and What of Agile
- Personas and Story Maps

Nathaniel Schutta

Semantic Web Workshop
Brian Sletten

Web Application
Security Workshop

Ken Sipe

3:45 - 4:00 PM BREAK

4:00 - 5:30 PM Joda Time and a Brief
History of the World

Daniel Hinojosa

Resource-Oriented
Concurrent Processing

Jeremy Deane

Hacking Your Brain
for Fun and Profit
Nathaniel Schutta

Semantic Web
Workshop (continued)

Brian Sletten

Web Application Security
Workshop (continued)

Ken Sipe



Rocky Mountain Software Symposium
-Session Schedule-

(event schedule as of April 12, 2023)

Friday, Nov. 16
12:00 - 1:00 PM : REGISTRATION

1:00 - 1:15 PM : WELCOME

1:15 - 2:45 PM - Sessions

Session #1 @ Salon A : Programming with HTML 5 by Venkat Subramaniam
Developing a rich user interface for web applications is both exciting and challenging. HTML 5 has closed the gaps and once again
brought new vibe into programming the web tier. Come to this session to learn how you can make use of HTML 5 to create stellar
applications.

Session #2 @ Salon B : NoSQL Smackdown 2012 by Tim Berglund
Alternative databases continue to establish their role in the technology stack of the future&#8212;and for many, the technology stack of
the present. Making mature engineering decisions about when to adopt new products is not easy, and requires that we learn about them
both from an abstract perspective and from a very concrete one as well. If you are going to recommend a NoSQL database for a new
project, you&apos;re going to have to look at code.

Session #3 @ Lonetree : Effective Spring by Craig Walls
After almost a decade and several significant releases, Spring has gone a long way from challenging the then-current Java standards
to becoming the de facto enterprise standard itself. Although the Spring programming model continues to evolve, it still maintains
backward compatibility with many of its earlier features and paradigms. Consequently, there&apos;s often more than one way to do
anything in Spring. How do you know which way is the right way?

Session #4 @ Littleton A : Continuous Delivery Pt 1: Deployment Pipelines by Neal Ford
Getting software released to users is often a painful, risky, and time-consuming process. This workshop sets out the principles and
technical practices that enable rapid, incremental delivery of high quality, valuable new functionality to users. This workshop focuses on
the Deployment Pipeline concept from Continuous Delivery.

Session #5 @ Littleton B : Domain Modeling Using Domain-Driven Design (DDD) by Paul Rayner
This presentation seeks to provide a solid introduction to the fundamentals of DDD. Learn why modeling a complex business domain
in software is so advantageous to your business and ways in which your team can go about delivering software models to give your
business a competitive edge.

2:45 - 3:15 PM : BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM - Sessions

Session #6 @ Salon A : Creating DSLs in Groovy by Venkat Subramaniam
Domain Specific Languages have two main characteristics, fluency and context. Creating external DSLs has the advantage of good
validation. However, we have to struggle with parsers. Internal DSLs offer the benefit of using the language as the host and its compiler
as the parser. For a language to be a host, it needs two important characteristics: low-ceremony and metaprogramming.

Session #7 @ Salon B : Connected Data with Neo4j by Tim Berglund
Neo4j is an open-source, enterprise-class database with a conventional feature set and a very unconventional data model. Like the
databases we&apos;re already used to, it offers support for Java, ACID transactions, and a feature-rich query language. But before you
get too comfortable, you have to wrap your mind around its most important feature: Neo4j is a graph database, built precisely to store
graphs efficiently and traverse them more performantly than relational, document, or key/value databases ever could.

Session #8 @ Lonetree : Developing Next-Generation Applications by Craig Walls
For a long while, we&apos;ve built applications pretty much the same way. Regardless of the frameworks (or even languages and
platforms) employed, we&apos;ve packaged up our web application, deployed it to a server somewhere, and asked our users to point
their web browser at it. But now we&apos;re seeing a shift in not only how applications are deployed, but also in how they&apos;re
consumed. The cost and hassle of setting up dedicated servers is driving more applications into the cloud. Meanwhile, our users are on-
the-go more than ever, consuming applications from their mobile devices more often than a traditional desktop browser. And even the
desktop user is expecting a more interactive experience than is offered by simple page-based HTML sites. With this shift comes new
programming models and frameworks. It also involves a shift in how we think about our application design. Standing up a simple HTML-
based application is no longer good enough.

Session #9 @ Littleton A : Continuous Delivery Pt 2: Infrastructure by Neal Ford
Getting software released to users is often a painful, risky, and time-consuming process. This workshop sets out the principles and
technical practices that enable rapid, incremental delivery of high quality, valuable new functionality to users. This workshop focuses on
the agile infrastructure required to implement a deployment pipeline and continuous delivery.
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Session #10 @ Littleton B : Strategic Design Using DDD by Paul Rayner
Not every part of a software system will be well-designed. How do you know where to put the time and effort to refine the design, or
refactor existing code? Learn how strategic Domain-Driven Design (DDD) patterns can show you how to know which parts of your
system matter most to your business and how to focus your team&apos;s design efforts most effectively.

4:45 - 5:00 PM : BREAK

5:00 - 6:30 PM - Sessions

Session #11 @ Salon A : Build Your Own Technology Radar Workshop for Architects by Neal Ford
A Technology Radar is a tool that forces you to organize and think about near term future technology decisions, both for you and your
company. This talk discusses using the radar for personal breadth development, architectural guidance, and governance.

Session #12 @ Salon B : Gradle Workshop (Bring a Laptop) by Tim Berglund
Gradle. Another build tool? Come on! But before you say that, take a look at the one you are already using. Whether your current tool is
Make, Rake, Ant, or Maven, Gradle has a lot to offer. It leverages a strong object model like Maven, but a mutable, not predetermined
one. Gradle relies on a directed acyclic graph (DAG) lifecycle like Maven, but one that can be customized. Gradle offers imperative build
scripting when you need it (like Ant), but declarative build approaches by default (like Maven). In short, Gradle believes that conventions
are great -- as long as they are headed in the same direction you need to go. When you need to customize something in your build,
your build tool should facilitate that with a smile, not a slap in the face. And customizations should be in a low-ceremony language like
Groovy. Is all this too much to ask?

Session #13 @ Lonetree : Rediscovering JavaScript by Venkat Subramaniam
JavaScript is one of those very powerful languages that is often misunderstood and underutilized. It&apos;s quite popular, yet
there&apos;s so much more we can do with it.

Session #14 @ Littleton A : Practicing Continuous Delivery on the Cloud by James Ward
This session will teach you best practices and patterns for doing Continuous Delivery / Continuous Deployment in Cloud environments.
You will learn how to handle schema migrations, maintain dev/prod parity, manage configuration and scaling.

Session #15 @ Littleton B : Using DDD Patterns for Supple Design by Paul Rayner
Come on a guided tour of how applying Domain-Driven Design (DDD) building block patterns can make your code cleaner, more
expressive, and more amenable to change. We cover examples of DDD patterns such as entities, value objects, closure of operations
and side-effect-free functions. We will focus particularly on how implementing value objects can lead to more supple design.

6:30 - 7:15 PM : DINNER

7:15 - 8:00 PM : Keynote: Then Our Buildings Shape Us - Tim Berglund

Saturday, Nov. 17
8:00 - 9:00 AM : BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM - Sessions

Session #16 @ Salon A : Functional Thinking in Java 8, Clojure, Groovy, and Scala by Neal Ford
Learning the _syntax_ of a new language is easy, but learning to _think_ under a different paradigm is hard.

Session #17 @ Salon B : Complexity of Complexity by Ken Sipe
Of all the non-functional requirements of software development, complexity receives the least attention and seems to be the most
important from a long term standard point. This talk will look at some of forces that drive complexity at the code level and at a system
level and their impact. We will discuss what causes us to over look complexity, how our perception of it changes over time and what we
can do about it?

Session #18 @ Lonetree : Hadoop by Tim Berglund
When you want to measure fractions of a millimeter, you get a micrometer. When you want to measure centimeters, you get a
ruler. When you want to measure kilometers, you might use a laser beam. The abstract task is the same in all cases, but the tools
differ significantly based on the size of the measurement. Likewise, there are some computations that can be done quickly on data
structures that fit into memory. Some can&apos;t fit into memory, but will fit on the direct-attached disk of a single computer. But when
you&apos;ve got many terabytes or even petabytes of data, you need tooling adapted to the scale of the task. Enter Hadoop.
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Session #19 @ Littleton A : Build Lifecycle Craftsmanship Tools by Matthew McCullough
You&apos;ve heard a bit about Git, Gradle, Jenkins, and Sonar, but are you putting them to use? Are you maximizing what they can
offer in terms of standardized project models, faster incremental compiles, automated commit-triggered builds, and rapid source code
analysis? In this intense presentation, live demonstrations will be given for all of the latest versions of the aforementioned tools and what
they have to offer a highly proficient Java developer.

Session #20 @ Littleton B : Spring Data Rebooted by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;re going to combine the magic of Spring Boot and the magic of Spring Data to yield something even more
powerful. You&apos;ll see how to quickly build an application&apos;s persistence layer, whether it stores data in a RDBMS, Mongo,
Neo4j, or several other popular data stores. You&apos;ll also see how to create a functioning REST API with nothing more than an
interface and a domain type.

10:30 - 11:00 AM : BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM - Sessions

Session #21 @ Salon A : The Curious Clojureist by Neal Ford
Why is Clo*j*ure the best new language on the JVM? _Come to this session and see why this functional, dynamic Lisp is the best thing
on the JVM since Java._

Session #22 @ Salon B : Decision Making in Software Teams by Tim Berglund
Alistair Cockburn has described software development as a game in which we choose among three moves: invent, decide, and
communicate. Most of our time at No Fluff is spent learning how to be better at inventing. Beyond that, we understand the importance of
good communication, and take steps to improve in that capacity. Rarely, however, do we acknowledge the role of decision making in the
life of software teams, what can cause it to go wrong, and how to improve it.

Session #23 @ Lonetree : MongoDB: Scaling Web Applications by Ken Sipe
Google &#8220;MongoDB is Web Scale&#8221; and prepare to laugh your tail off. With such satire, it easy to pass off MongoDB as a
passing joke&#8230; but that would be a mistake. The humor is in the fact there seems to be no end to those who parrot the MongoDB
benefits without a clue. This session is about getting a clue.

Session #24 @ Littleton A : Git Workshop by Matthew McCullough
Git is a version control system you may have been hearing a bit about lately. But simply hearing more about it may not be enough to
convince you of its value. Getting hands on experience is what really counts. In this workshop, you&apos;ll bring your Windows, Mac or
Linux laptop and walk through downloading, installing, and using Git in a collaborative fashion.

Session #25 @ Littleton B : Building Web Applications with Spring MVC by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;re going to start with the basics of how to setup Spring for developing web applications. With that foundation
set we&apos;ll quickly move into the nuts and bolts of developing web applications that leverage the capabilities offered by Spring MVC,
including several new features introduced in recent releases, up to and including Spring 4.0.

12:30 - 1:30 PM : LUNCH

1:30 - 3:00 PM - Sessions

Session #26 @ Salon A : JavaScript Libraries You Aren&apos;t Using...Yet by Nathaniel Schutta
You&apos;re all over jQuery - you write plugins in your sleep - and before that, you were a Prototype ninja. Your team treats JavaScript
like a first class citizen, you&apos;ve even written more tests than Kent Beck. Is that all there is in the land of the JavaScript developer?
Believe it or not, the JavaScript party hasn&apos;t stopped. What other libraries are out there? What do they offer? This talk will survey
the field of modern JavaScript libraries getting you up to speed on what&apos;s new. We&apos;ll dive in just deep enough to whet your
appetite on a wide variety of libraries such as Backbone, Underscore, Zepto and more.

Session #27 @ Salon B : Personal Agility with the Pomodoro Technique by Daniel Hinojosa
Time is very precious and is often threatened by phone calls, emails, co-workers, bosses, and most of all, yourself. The Pomodoro
Technique reigns in unfocused time and gives your work the urgency and the attention it needs, and it&apos;s done with a kitchen timer.

Session #28 @ Lonetree : Networks for Programmers by Ken Sipe
In the words of John Gage, &quot;The network is the computer&quot;. At the heart of everything we do is a complex system of
infrastructure from which we are often abstracted. For general application development this abstraction provides the convenience of
simplifying our efforts. With a growing number of mobil applications with intermittent connectivity and higher latency, and with increased
hostility on the network from a security standpoint, there is great value in pulling back the curtain and understanding the details of this
computer.
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Session #29 @ Littleton A : Git Advanced (1/2 Day Workshop) by Matthew McCullough
Many Git classes successfully focus on the basics for those new to DVCS. However, with Git having 7 years on the street now, there
is a growing desire to address the maturing users of this innovative DVCS. This class will take existing Git users and bring them to a
heightened level of productivity by leveraging Git&apos;s powerful, yet under-used advanced features.

Session #30 @ Littleton B : Securing Spring by Craig Walls
In this session, I&apos;ll show you how to secure your Spring application with Spring Security 3.2. You&apos;ll see how to declare
both request-oriented and method-oriented security constraints. And you&apos;ll see how SpEL can make simple work of expressing
complex security rules.

3:00 - 3:15 PM : BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM - Sessions

Session #31 @ Salon A : Leading Technical Change by Nathaniel Schutta
Technology changes, it&apos;s a fact of life. And while many developers are attracted to the challenge of change, many organizations
do a particularly poor job of adapting. We&apos;ve all worked on projects with, ahem, less than new technologies even though newer
approaches would better serve the business. But how do we convince those holding the purse strings to pony up the cash when things
are &quot;working&quot; today? At a personal, how do we keep up with the change in our industry?

Session #32 @ Salon B : Scala Koans - A new and fun way to learn a Scala programming language
(Bring a Laptop) by Daniel Hinojosa
Have you looked into Scala? Scala is a new object-functional JVM language. It is statically typed and type inferred. It is multi-paradigm
and supports both object oriented and functional programming. And it happens to be my favorite programming language. If you are
interested in Scala, how you are planning to learn Scala? You probably are going to pick up a book or two and follow through some
examples. And hopefully some point down the line you will learn the language, its syntax and if you get excited enough maybe build
large applications using it. But what if I tell you that there is a better path to enlightenment in order to learn Scala?

Session #33 @ Lonetree : Resource-Oriented Architectures : REST I by Brian Sletten
The first in a series of talks that are part of an arc covering next-generation information-oriented, flexible, scalable architectures. The
ideas presented apply to both external and internal-facing systems.

Session #34 @ Littleton A : Git Advanced (1/2 Day Workshop) (continued) by Matthew McCullough
Many Git classes successfully focus on the basics for those new to DVCS. However, with Git having 7 years on the street now, there
is a growing desire to address the maturing users of this innovative DVCS. This class will take existing Git users and bring them to a
heightened level of productivity by leveraging Git&apos;s powerful, yet under-used advanced features.

Session #35 @ Littleton B : Securing the Modern Web with OAuth by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;ll look at OAuth, focusing on OAuth 2, from the perspective of an application that consumes an OAuth-secured
API as well as see how to use OAuth to secure your own APIs.

4:45 - 5:30 PM : BOFs

Sunday, Nov. 18
8:00 - 9:00 AM : BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM - Sessions

Session #36 @ Salon A : Getting Agile Right! by Ken Sipe
Whether you are just getting started, or you&#8217;ve made an attempt and well&#8230; it could be better&#8230; a lot better, this
session is for you. Ken has been working on Agile projects as a coach and mentor for a number of years. Come discover the common
reasons teams fail to get it right. Bring your own challenges and lets discuss. This is set to be an engaging and illuminating discussion.

Session #37 @ Salon B : Scala: Demystifying The Funky Stuff by Daniel Hinojosa
Scala is known for both its clarity in some cases, and its obscurity in others. Well, this presentation sticks with the obscurity. We will
cover abstract types, the Predef, implicit conversions, creating infix types, singleton types, type variance, type bounds, type variance,
partially applied functions vs. partial functions, type projections, and overcoming type erasure using Manifests.

Session #38 @ Lonetree : Designing for Mobile by Nathaniel Schutta
The word just came down from the VP - you need a mobile app and you need it yesterday. Wait, you&apos;ve never built a mobile
app...it&apos;s pretty much the same thing as you&apos;ve built before just smaller right? Wrong. The mobile experience is different
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and far less forgiving. How do you design an application for touch? How does that differ from a mouse? Should you build a mobile app
or a mobile web site? This talk will get you started on designing for a new, and exciting, platform. Whether that means iPhone, Android,
Windows Phone or something else, you need a plan, this talk will help.

Session #39 @ Littleton A : Resource-Oriented Architectures : REST II by Brian Sletten
The second in a series of talks that are part of an arc covering next-generation information-oriented, flexible, scalable architectures. The
ideas presented apply to both external and internal-facing systems.

10:30 - 11:00 AM : MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM - Sessions

Session #40 @ Salon B : Enterprise Integration Agility by Jeremy Deane
Today&#8217;s interconnected world requires that organizations rapidly deliver flexible-integrated solutions. The conventional approach
is to integrate heterogeneous applications using web services but unfortunately that tends to tightly couple those applications. In this
session we will explore several alternatives for achieving Enterprise Integration Agility.

Session #41 @ Lonetree : The Mobile App Smackdown: Native Apps vs. The Mobile Web by Nathaniel
Schutta
Mobile is the next big thing and your company needs to there. But what does there actually entail? Should you build a native app? On
which platforms? Do you have the skills for that? What about the web? Can you deliver an awesome experience using nothing but a
mobile web browser? This talk will help you navigate these treacherous waters. We&apos;ll discuss the pros and cons of the various
approaches and give you a framework for choosing.

Session #42 @ Littleton A : Resource-Oriented Architectures : REST III by Brian Sletten
The third in a series of talks that are part of an arc covering next-generation information-oriented, flexible, scalable architectures. The
ideas presented apply to both external and internal-facing systems.

Session #43 @ Littleton B : Spock - Unit Test and Prosper by Ken Sipe
Spock is a groovy based testing framework that leverages all the &quot;best practices&quot; of the last several years taking advantage
of many of the development experience of the industry. So combine Junit, BDD, RSpec, Groovy and Vulcans... and you get Spock! This
is a significant advancement in the world of testing.

12:30 - 1:15 PM : LUNCH

1:15 - 2:15 PM : EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

2:15 - 3:45 PM - Sessions

Session #44 @ Salon A : Making Java Bearable with Guava (2014 Edition) by Daniel Hinojosa
This presentation covers the Guava library developed by Google (http://code.google.com/p/guava-libraries/). Guava provides collection
extensions to the Java Collection API and, along with this, a cornucopia of time-saving utilities that bring Java as close as possible to
some of the more functional and dynamic language competitors like Scala, Ruby, and Clojure.

Session #45 @ Salon B : RESTful Imaginarium by Jeremy Deane
In this RESTful Imaginarium you will learn about about the core concepts of REST demonstrated through leading RESTful web service
frameworks, Jersey (JAX-RS), Restlet, Spring MVC and NetKernel. During this daydream you will learn about the fallacies of URL
parameters, the debate of PUT vs. POST and the power of HATEOAS.

Session #46 @ Lonetree : The Who and What of Agile - Personas and Story Maps by Nathaniel
Schutta
Successful projects require any number of practices but if you don&apos;t know who you&apos;re building it for or what you&apos;re
supposed to build, failure is a distinct possibility. How do we capture the who and what? Personas and story maps are two effective
techniques that you can leverage. After discussing the basics, we&apos;ll break into small groups and you&apos;ll have a chance to
actually try building a set of personas as well as a story map.

Session #47 @ Littleton A : Semantic Web Workshop by Brian Sletten
The Web is changing faster than you can imagine and it is going to continue to do so. Rather than starting over from scratch each time,
it builds on what has succeeded already. Webs of Documents are giving way to machine-processable Webs of Information. We no
longer care about data containers, we only care about data and how it connects to what we already know. Roughly 25% of the Web is
semantically marked up now and the search engines are indexing this information, enriching their knowledge graphs and rewarding you
for providing them with this information. In the past we had to try to convince developers to adopt new data models, storage engines,
encoding schemes, etc. Now we no longer have to worry about that. Rich, reusable interface elements like Web Components can
be built using Semantic Web technologies in ways that intermediate developers don&#8217;t have to understand but end users can
still benefit from. Embedded JSON-LD now allows disparate organizations to communicate complex data sets of arbitrary information
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through documents without collaboration. Perhaps the concepts of the Semantic Web initiative are new to you. Or perhaps you have
been hearing for years how great technologies like RDF, SPARQL, SKOS and OWL are and have yet to see anything real come out of
it. Whether you are jazzed or jaded, this workshop will blow your mind and provide you with the understanding of a technological shift
that is already upon us.

Session #48 @ Littleton B : Web Application Security Workshop by Ken Sipe
As a web application developer, most of the focus is on the user stories and producing business value for your company or clients.
Increasingly however the world wide web is more like the wild wild web which is an increasingly hostile environment for web
applications. It is absolutely necessary for web application teams to have security knowledge, a security model and to leverage proper
security tools.

3:45 - 4:00 PM : BREAK

4:00 - 5:30 PM - Sessions

Session #49 @ Salon A : Joda Time and a Brief History of the World by Daniel Hinojosa
JodaTime is Java Date/Time and Calendering done right. There are many problems with the original Date/Time API that came
prepackaged in the early Java days. There are even One of the obvious issues is that Calendar is mutable and can unintentionally
be changed. Another issue is that constructing Calendars in Java involves setting certain fields at certain times during coding, but not
always getting the expected result. Joda Time repairs those issues and offers a robust and immutable date, time, and duration API.

Session #50 @ Salon B : Resource-Oriented Concurrent Processing by Jeremy Deane
Traditional concurrent development on the Java Platform requires in depth knowledge of threads, locks, and queues (oh, my!).
Fortunately, new functional languages that run on the Java Platform, such as Scala, have made concurrent programming easier. An
alternate approach is to implement concurrent processes using a resource oriented computing (ROC) platform. At the heart of this ROC
platform is a microkernel that allows processing to scale linearly as more CPUs are added. Consequently, developers are freed from the
complexity of Java concurrency and functional programming.

Session #51 @ Lonetree : Hacking Your Brain for Fun and Profit by Nathaniel Schutta
The single most important tool in any developers toolbox isn&apos;t a fancy IDE or some spiffy new language - it&apos;s our brain.
Despite ever faster processors with multiple cores and expanding amounts of RAM, we haven&apos;t yet created a computer to
rival the ultra lightweight one we carry around in our skulls - in this session we&apos;ll learn how to make the most of it. We&apos;ll
talk about why multitasking is a myth, the difference between the left and the right side of your brain, the importance of flow and why
exercise is good for more than just your waist line.

Session #52 @ Littleton A : Semantic Web Workshop (continued) by Brian Sletten
The Web is changing faster than you can imagine and it is going to continue to do so. Rather than starting over from scratch each time,
it builds on what has succeeded already. Webs of Documents are giving way to machine-processable Webs of Information. We no
longer care about data containers, we only care about data and how it connects to what we already know. Roughly 25% of the Web is
semantically marked up now and the search engines are indexing this information, enriching their knowledge graphs and rewarding you
for providing them with this information. In the past we had to try to convince developers to adopt new data models, storage engines,
encoding schemes, etc. Now we no longer have to worry about that. Rich, reusable interface elements like Web Components can
be built using Semantic Web technologies in ways that intermediate developers don&#8217;t have to understand but end users can
still benefit from. Embedded JSON-LD now allows disparate organizations to communicate complex data sets of arbitrary information
through documents without collaboration. Perhaps the concepts of the Semantic Web initiative are new to you. Or perhaps you have
been hearing for years how great technologies like RDF, SPARQL, SKOS and OWL are and have yet to see anything real come out of
it. Whether you are jazzed or jaded, this workshop will blow your mind and provide you with the understanding of a technological shift
that is already upon us.

Session #53 @ Littleton B : Web Application Security Workshop (continued) by Ken Sipe
As a web application developer, most of the focus is on the user stories and producing business value for your company or clients.
Increasingly however the world wide web is more like the wild wild web which is an increasingly hostile environment for web
applications. It is absolutely necessary for web application teams to have security knowledge, a security model and to leverage proper
security tools.


